DuBridge Views Tech Problems

"To provide the best instruction for education and research in engineering and science," is Caltech's aim, according to Dr. John W. Saylor, president.

Known the intense interest of the faculty in our financial condition, and realizing we are facing a critical time with a 
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Bridge said that even though the work in the idea logical war.

... nationalistic war could be behind the student body now numbers 1,141.

One student presently costs about $6,250 to the university, and most interesting paints brought forth by Caltech's policy toward freshmen was. Dr. DuBridge clarified this by assuring them that generally speaking, there is a great need for engineers and scientists.

Our total deficit ran up to only $625,000, as pointed out at last Monday's meeting of the student chapter.

"The abundance of what you put into it," said DuBridge, "is the key.

"The technical and social knowledge, the students try to make contact with these things, and matters that are basic to the field's courses in duration of courses. During the past two years, we have tried to establish a relationship between the technical students to have a chance to show them how our subject is of wide application.

"One of the main attractions of the " assembler" was the abundance of students, who had not only social and industrial work. It was..."
Secretary's Report

At the last meeting of the Board of Directors the issuace was read and confirmed. The Secretary, after several weeks, informed that the Secretary's name had been added. He was instructed to give out every morning at 9:00 a.m. for the next three months. All members are to meet there at that hour. It is to be remembered that the secretaries are to be seated at the head of the table, as they have the key to the room.

After a thorough discussion of the matter the Board voted unanimously to the following Resolution Section 2, Part C (of the AS&T Resolutions).

The minimum required number of intercollegiate games for awards in soccer shall be 10.

---

ON THE RECORD

By Bill Whitney

Records Worth Knowing

Giles Adams—Vivian Vivian

Charm of the Choral Assembly, Loco Orchestra of the Tufts Music, Nova

Until recently, Vivian had been considered one of the thereby historically important compositions. His compositions were so manifold that many of his songs were never heard. His was a composition that was to be heard in every concert hall.

---

Olly Gardner

Pouporri

By Rob Clark

Little bits of information are always intriguing. 27% of the boxes are red, 29% of the boxes, 37% of the boxes and 25% of the boxes are green.

Eleven Tournaments attended the Tufts WWF in Camp Lejeune over the weekend. A stimulating and enjoyable time was had by all.

An eminent faculty member said recently (not about CFP), "Collage is a four-year-old made out of father’s dough."

Admissions Policy

Since even got into the Tufts, I have wondered just what sort of admissions policy they had. So one day I walked into Dean Burns office and asked him, and this is what he said:

The Admissions Committee is looking for men who will bene

The Gloria Mass is a good example of Vivian's ability. It is not as complex harmonically as any of Bach's choros, nevertheless, it is one of his songs which is still being sung.

The Gloria Mass is effective by virtue of the nature of its words. They are an ensemble of words which are sung together, usually in unison or in a simple rhythmic pattern.

---

America's largest cigarette research laboratory is your guarantee that Luckies are a finer cigarette.

---
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Next Door to Coltech Barber Shop
Beaver Sports SPLASH

Rose Bowl Scene of Beaver-Hen Clash
Ailing Pomona Eleven Favored Over Recommended Engineers Saturday

Two nights before the Housing in battle with the Sagehens in what looks to be more than a game like the Whittier contest.

Two nights after the Beaver-Hen clash will be

Pomona's record so far is three wins and one loss. The Bargains hold victories over the Sagehens and 1-3; 

Pomona's loss to being in the Rose Bowl. 

The Engineers have two

So the Beavers and the Sagehens are in the Rose Bowl.
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WHO DEALS THIS MESS? (Continued from Page 2)

CAMPUS BREWINGS

(Continued from Page 2)

and didn't quite make it, so a group of lively flubbing flamenco dancers were processed. On the other hand, we always had trouble getting that busy out of our ears the last day, anytime. Another transportation was created by the latter's own Elly Drake. She seems that her girl was providing drag racing in the form of an automobile flick, and pleased him not a bit by inquiring as to driving. A few blocks and two theaters later, Commander Hilly took the wheel of the police car and made it all the way up only the minor mishap of running an automobile into another car. The evening was made complete by the precipitation of the goliath vehicle's interior supply. It was left hour before quitting and burning the car, bloody but unhurt.

Bob Cobb appeared with a gait from the right behind the Flemish embankment, her activities were marked with a startling sobriety. He actually walked over under his own power this time. Another surprising item was bartender Ed Whitte, giving up the beverage as well as the girls, all.

The FADA, showing a democratic disregard for house of many sizes, turned out on mass for the brewery and, ever, and even furnished the drinking glasses. Solid contents were both considered and quaint but quaintly-lit Malms.

Not content to leave the mountains to the local Okie crew, Blacker men also laid them below a mountain reminiscent of a good, athletic football four from where they parked their cars. (saddo) A regimental breath of earth was reported, the only wise climber being Howard B. P. Pratt, and Helburn (literally.)

Good Ole was complaining bitterly about this lack, but you forced in Improvisation, climax. A belated punch of the card is promised. Among the social climbers, the Byron social club, who never comes in from outdoors even (buh, se's after dinner until it was time to go.)

"Lever" (7McKinnon) PCC washed itself comparatively that evening for, among other things, venturing into the bath house normally used by swimmers to change apparel in, but at present being used by Deville for that purpose, which was precisely in the middle of precipitations, a previous, to their mutual two hopes extramural. Thorne Butler was publishing a Dr. Pepper maneuver with Oxy-in, 2, and 4—4—1. Did No. 1, did No. 2, and then revulsion in the form of discovery by No. 3. Malaise.

Gay! Proud fathers at graduation day exercise. Yes, son, what is the hardest thing you do at College?

Young [name?]: To open beer bottles with a quarter.
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS

(Continued from Page 1)

He said that we should bring Communists out into the open and compare it with our system; then announce the results to the world. "Every American can help. It is difficult but it must be done.

The only music those who are interested in, I've heard none of them. They're too busy with other things."
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For THIS HELPFUL INSTRUCTION BOOKLET!
Try Venus Drawing Pencils

Great for art classes, and Sketching.

"CHESTFIELD SURE IS MY CIGARETTE...I HAVE BEEN A CHESTFIELD FAN FOR YEARS!!"

Cordially yours,

CAMPUS BREWINGS

"KEY WEST"

"IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES WITH THE TOP MEN IN SPORTS WITH THE HOLLYWOOD STARS"

"CHESTFIELD always MILD!! They're TOPS!"
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